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CAPS TO 

Abstract. Consider a unit sphere on which are placed N random spherical 
caps of area 4rip(N). We prove that if lim (p(N).N/log N) < 1, then the 
probabil i ty that  the sphere is completely covered by N caps tends to 0 as 
N--" 0% and if lim (p(N).N/ log N) > 1, then for any integer n > 0 the 
probabili ty that each point of  the sphere is covered more than n times 
tends to 1 as N--* oo. 
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1. Introduction 

Consider N random spherical caps of area 4z~p(N) placed on the 
surface of a sphere of unit radius. We suppose that the centers of these N 
caps are independently and uniformly distributed over the surface of the 
sphere. Then, what is the probability that the sphere is completely covered? 
This problem is called a coverage problem (see, e.g., Kendall and Moran 
(1963), Santal6 (1976) and Solomon (1978)), and it seems that no exact 
solution is obtained yet. In this paper we consider the asymptotic behavior 
of the covering probability as N tends to infinity. We prove that the 
function po(N) = (log N)/N is a threshold function for the coverage in the 
following sense: if lim (p(N)/po(N))< 1, then the covering probability 
tends to 0 as N--0% and if lira (p(N)/po(N))> i, then for any integer 
n > 0, the probability that every point on the sphere is covered by more 
than n caps tends to 1 as N--- oo. 

The method used in the proof will be clearly applied to any dimensions. 
Hence the same function p0 = (log N)/N is also a threshold function for 
the coverage on a sphere in any dimensions. 
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